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Booklocker.com, Inc. Paperback. Condition: New. 456 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.9in.In the
third installment of the Sgt. Windflower Mystery series, Sgt. Windflower is back on the scene of the
crime. He is joined again by his trusted ally, Eddie Tizzard, his rock-steady girl, Sheila, and a wide
cast of supporters. Together they face down an international crime syndicate operating on the East
Coast, and help Windflower deal with the modern challenges of sexual harassment and corruption
while re-discovering his roots and inner strength. Sgt. Windflower is back and as usual hes loving life
on the east coast. He may be a long way from his home in Northern Alberta but he has been
adopted by the locals as almost one of their own. He has a good life, good work with the RCMP, and
a good woman that he has grown closer too in his years on the southeast coast of Newfoundland.
But trouble is brewing just beneath the surface of this calm and charm-filled existence. It begins
with the discovery of a dead girls body in St. Johns, the capital city of Newfoundland and Labrador.
The girl is from Grand Bank where Windflower has been stationed for...
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Extremely helpful to all of category of men and women. it had been writtern extremely completely and helpful. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
-- Joha tha n Ha a g-- Joha tha n Ha a g

A top quality publication as well as the typeface used was intriguing to learn. Yes, it is play, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this
publication from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Pr of . Louvenia  Fla tley-- Pr of . Louvenia  Fla tley
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